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New Rack and Pinion Systems Available
Mount Prospect, Ill. – May 21, 2019 – GAM announces the release of new helical rack and
pinion systems. High quality rack and precision pinions are paired with GAM gearboxes for
optimized system performance.
Helical rack provides smooth, quiet operation and precision operation. The rack is available in 1meter lengths in module 2, 3 or 4 and ISO quality 6 or 10. Precision pinions in ISO Q6, with low
tooth counts, are designed specifically for GAM gearboxes.
“As the leader in product breadth and flexibility, the addition of this high-quality rack and pinion
builds on our value proposition even more,” said Mark Darbyshire, Regional Sales Manager
GAM. “Now we can provide a pre-engineered, optimized linear solution, tailored to our
gearboxes. It is a great compliment to our robotic gearboxes for 7th axis applications.”
The eight gearbox and pinion combinations include inline and right-angle gearboxes in multiple
sizes and precision levels. GAM rack and pinion systems are ideal for applications such as
gantries, machine tending or a seventh axis for a robot.
More information about the GAM Rack & Pinion Systems can be found here:
www.gamweb.com/rack
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About GAM
GAM, a U.S. company, is a leading manufacturer and complete source for Gear Reducers, Servo
Couplings, Linear Mounting Kits, and other innovative products used in automation technology. With one
of the largest product offerings in the motion control industry as well as the engineering expertise and
capabilities to develop customized solutions, GAM can help with your application. U.S. manufacturing,
being flexible to meet the needs of customer requests and great service are what set GAM apart from the
rest. For more information visit: www.gamweb.com. GAM is also on Twitter http://twitter.com/GAM_Gear
and Facebook https://www.facebook.com/GAMGear.

